1. How would you rate the overall session?

2. How would you rate the presentation format?

3. What impact did the speaker’s journey have on you?
   - While this was not life changing, it was a most enjoyable hour.
   - Helped me in my own journey; Guided me on mentors; I’m a mother of a 4 year old in my mid 40s and struggling with work and being a mom – provided some helpful guidance.
   - Be mindful in your own journey.
• Enjoyed seeing how unexpected opportunities led to the next step in the journey.
• Getting to know Dr. Norton’s personal path shows me not everything has to be predetermined.
  Be flexible and do what makes you happy.
• Was able to see someone with a lot of “road blocks” succeed.
• It is admirable that she went to medical school with two young kids.
• It was interesting to hear how she got to where she is today.
• Go with the flow.
• I really felt a connection to the speaker, not only as a doctor but as a woman as well.
• Not any really. This was not really about a woman in medicine.

4. What suggestions do you have to help improve future Women in Medicine and Science Luncheons?
• Very nice as is – my 1st one.
• This is my first and I really enjoyed it.
• This was the first one I attended and I really enjoyed it.
• No suggestions at this time.
• None.
• Questions and answers should be at the end. I think the presenter should talk first without answering questions.
• More focus on the difficulty that women with higher degrees face in the field and how to change this.

5. Apart from leadership journey sessions, which of the following sessions may interest you?

6. Please list any other sessions of interest:
• I enjoy getting to know the women presenting. Continue the format.
• Addressing what can sometimes be a negative climate in terms of gender equity.
• Managing expectations that are not realistic or doable.